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Molecular interactions between engineered nanomaterials (ENM) and biomembranes are not well understood.
This study investigated the effects of particle size and surface functional group on polystyrene nanoparticles'
(PNPs) potency for biomembrane disruption. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was used to measure
changes in the electrical resistance (Rm) of a tethered bilayer lipid membrane BLM (tBLM) composed of 1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-phosphocholine (DOPC) following PNP exposure. All PNPs tested triggered a decline in the
Rm that could be described using an exponential-decay model. Statistical hierarchical clustering analysis of two
model parameters (exponential rate constant and fractional loss of Rm) could distinguish between the PNPs
based on both size and surface functional group. For COOH modified nanoparticles, 20 nm PNPs were more po-
tent in reducing Rm than 100 nm PNP. However, for amidine modified nanoparticles, 120 nm PNPs were more
potent in reducing Rm than 23 nmPNP. The COOHmodified PNPsweremore potent in reducing Rm than amidine
modified PNP, which tended to aggregate following exposure to a tBLM. Ultra performance liquid chromatogra-
phy–mass spectroscopy analysis suggested that the aggregation may have been triggered by DOPC that was re-
moved from the tBLM by the amidine PNP.

© 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Engineered nanomaterials (ENM) have at least one dimension small-
er than 100 nm and offer a broad range of desirable features, including
an extremely large specific surface area and unique electronic, photonic
and catalytic properties [1–4]. ENMhave huge potential markets and are
increasingly being used for cosmetics, sensors, drug delivery and
diagnostics [1]. However, safety concerns arising from ENM exposure
have been raised [5–7]. For example, polystyrene nanoparticles (PNPs)
have been shown to activate ion channels (K+ and Cl−) when
interacting with human airway epithelial cells, thereby interfering with
signal-transduction pathways [8]. In addition, PNP having different
sizes and surface functionalization can exhibit cytotoxicity by causing
G1 phase delay and disrupting membrane integrity [9]. Cationic PNPs
were shown to induce mitochondrial damage and ATP depletion [10].

Reviews of both in vitro [11] and in vivo [12] ENM toxicity studies
have reported inconsistent results between laboratories, even when
similar nanotoxicity assays were used on apparently identical ENM.
Recent round-robin efforts to simultaneously conduct standardized
experimental protocols in different labs [13,14] have provided insight
into factors responsible for this variability. These factors include ENM
aggregation, which is influenced by ENM interactions with components
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in the liquid medium (e.g., electrolytes) [15] and subtle differences in
the physicochemical properties of the ENM tested. Such differences
may result from variations in the ENM's synthesis, purification, storage,
age, handling, delivery method, and exposure to constituents in the
liquid medium [16]. For example, incubation of uncoated PNP with
cell-culture medium can result in coagulation [17].

ENM typically must interact with biomembranes to cause biolog-
ical effects [18]. Thus, an improved understanding of ENM–biomem-
brane interactions would advance efforts to develop ENM that have
the desired biosafety and functional properties [3,19,20]. There are
several possible ENM–biomembrane interaction modes, each of
which could lead to a different toxicological outcome. The ENM
could adsorb onto the biomembrane, become embedded within the
membrane, remove lipid molecules from the membrane, penetrate
through the membrane, etc. ENM–biomembrane interactions are in-
fluenced by the properties of both the biomembrane and the ENM.
Key properties of the ENM include the size, shape, concentration, ri-
gidity, surface charge, chemical functionalities, degree of hydropho-
bicity/hydrophilicity, and surface ligand arrangement [20]. Key
biomembrane properties include the lipid composition, the fluidity,
and the presence of membrane-associated proteins, carbohydrates,
and microdomains (e.g., lipid rafts). The inherent complexity, het-
erogeneity, and variability of intact cell membranes make it difficult
to test hypotheses about the mechanisms of ENM–biomembrane in-
teractions. In contrast, the biomimetic approach of using a synthetic
bilayer lipid membrane (BLM) having a known composition allows
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the biomembrane's properties to be precisely controlled, thereby fa-
cilitating mechanistic studies relevant to nanotoxicity [15].

Unsupported planar BLM have been widely used in electrophysi-
ology research, but they are inherently fragile and require expensive
equipment to measure dynamics of single pores in the BLM [15].
These disadvantages can be circumvented by using a tethered bilayer
lipid membrane (tBLM), in which the BLM is chemically tethered to a
surface (e.g., a gold electrode). The ion reservoir that is formed be-
tween the tBLM and underlying electrode [21] allows application of
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [22,23] to character-
ize ion transport across the tBLM mediated by ion channels [22],
pore-forming proteins [24], and nanomaterials [25]. In a recent
study, we showed that EIS could be used to characterize biomem-
brane disruption by silica-core ENM and that the ENM-induced
reduction in the tBLM's electrical resistance (Rm) varied with the
silica particles' surface functional group [26].

The phospholipid 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-phosphatidylcholine
(DOPC) is a major constituent of many biomembranes that readily
forms BLM at room temperature, and is well suited to form biomimetic
interfaces thatmimic biomembranes [27]. PNPs arewell suited asmodel
ENM to elucidate ENM–biomembrane interactions. Key properties of
PNP, such as size and surface functionalization, can readily be custom-
ized. PNPs have been investigated for a wide range of commercial
applications including drug delivery, food additives and other pharma-
ceutical implementations [28–30]. Transcellular trafficking of positively
charged, amidine-modified PNP (amidine PNP) across primary rat
alveolar epithelial cell monolayers was shown to occur 20–40 times
faster than for negatively charged, COOH-modified PNP (COOH PNP)
[31,32]. The primary mechanism of this PNP translocation was thought
to be PNP diffusion through the BLM of the cell plasma membranes.
Moreover, both COOHPNPand amidine PNPhave been shown to induce
ion-selective pores in planar BLM [33]. However, interactions of PNP
with tBLM systems have not yet been reported. In addition the ability
of the tBLM method to distinguish between polymeric ENM (e.g., PNP)
based on their size and surface functionality has not yet been established.

This paper describes for the first time the characterization of
interactions between a DOPC tBLM and PNP for two functional
groups (COOH and amidine) and two sizes (ca. 20 and 100 nm). EIS
was used to monitor changes in the tBLM's Rm following exposure
to the various PNPs. Hierarchical clustering was used to confirm
that the tBLM method can distinguish between PNP based on both
their size and functional groups. Ultraperformance liquid chroma-
tography–mass spectroscopy (UPLC–MS) analysis was used to
explore the role of DOPC in differential aggregation of COOH PNP
and amidine PNP observed after exposure to the tBLM.
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Fig. 1. (A). Modified Randles equivalent circuit that consists of an electrolyte solution re-
sistance RS, a membrane capacitance Cm, a membrane resistance Rm and a constant-
phase element which corresponds to the hydrophilic spacer region. (B). Experimental
and circuit-predicted EIS spectra of tBLM formed on 0.48 cm2 gold. Left vertical axis: log
of impedance magnitude (diamonds). Right vertical axis: minus phase angle (squares).
Solid curves are impedance curves simulated by the equivalent circuit using Zview soft-
ware shown in (A).
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Lipids, 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-phosphothioethanol (DPPTE) and
DOPC, were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL).
Fluorescent amidine PNP (23 nm and 120 nm diameters) and
fluorescent COOH PNP (20 nm and 100 nm) were purchased from
Invitrogen (Eugene, Oregon). All other chemicals including sodium
chloride, potassium chloride, calcium chloride and 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-
1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), methanol, isopropanol,
acetonitrile and ammonium acetate were obtained from Sigma Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO). All aqueous solutions were prepared using deionized
(DI) water (18.2 MΩ) supplied by a Nanopure-UV four-stage purifier
(Barnstead International, Dubuque, IA). A Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer
for preparing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) slabs was purchased from
Ellsworth Adhesives (Germantown, WI). The silver/silver chloride
reference electrode and platinum counter electrode were purchased
from Bioanalytical Systems (West Lafayette, IN).
2.2. Formation of tBLM on gold substrate

A tBLM was deposited on freshly cleaned gold coated silicon wafer
(Lance Goddard Associates, Santa Clara, CA) in a two-step process, as
described previously [26]. Briefly, a gold electrode was cleaned in
fresh piranha solution (7:3 volumetric ratio of 70% H2SO4 and 30%
H2O2) for 30 s, washedwith deionizedwater and then dried in nitrogen.
A self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of DPPTE was chemically adsorbed
on the gold electrode to form the lower tBLM leaflet by dipping the
gold substrate into 1 mM ethanolic DPPTE solution for 1 h. Then the
electrode was washed with ethanol and dried in nitrogen. The SAM-
coated gold electrode was incubated in 1 mM DOPC liposome solution
in a PDMS slab for 24 h.
2.3. Size and surface charge characterization of PNP

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and phase-analysis light scattering
analyses were used to characterize size and surface charge of the PNP.
Effective size distribution of ENM can vary significantly with medium
composition, especially electrolyte concentration, due to aggregation
[11,34]. Four types of PNPs were studied: 20 nm carboxylate (COOH)
PNP, 100 nm COOH PNP, 23 nm amidine PNP, and 120 nm amidine
PNP. The weight averaged effective diameter and zeta potential of
COOH and amidine functionalized PNP were measured prior to and
after interaction with a tBLM using a 90 Plus Nanoparticle Size Analyzer
(Brookhaven Instruments Inc., Holtsville, NY). Dynamic and phase anal-
ysis light scattering measurements were performed at 30 °C in 10 mM
and 1 mM KCl, respectively. The PNPs were ultra-sonicated for 10 min
before they were exposed to the tBLM. An aliquot of the PNP was then
transferred to a PDMS reservoir containing the tBLM in 10 mM KCl to
give a final concentration of 100 μg/mL PNP. The area of tBLM was
0.48 cm2.
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2.4. EIS characterization

EISwas performed over a frequency range of 0.01 to 10,000Hz at 0 V
bias potential relative to an Ag/AgCl reference electrode with an ac per-
turbation amplitude of 5mVusing a CHI660B ElectrochemicalWorksta-
tion (CH Instruments Inc., Austin, TX). A modified Randles equivalent
circuit (Fig. 1(A)) was fit to the impedance spectra by Zview software
(Scribner Associates, Southern Pines, NC). A constant phase element
(CPE)was used in thismodifiedmodel rather than a double layer capac-
itor to better explain current density distribution [35]. A CPE with two
parameters, α and Q, can account for the non-uniform behavior caused
by surface heterogeneity [36]. The electrochemical properties of the
tBLM were measured in triplicate by EIS prior to, and after, exposure
to PNP.

2.5. DOPC analysis by UPLC–MS

Ultraperformance liquid chromatography/electrospray ionization/
mass spectrometry (LC/ESI/MS) analysis was used to measure DOPC
in solvent extracts. A Xevo G2-S UPLC–Time of Flight MS (Waters,
Milford, MA) was used in a positive electrospray ionization mode,
coupled with Acquity UPLC with binary pumps. An Ascentis Express
Carbon reversed phase column (100 × 2.1 mm, 2.7 μm, Sigma-
Aldrich) was used to separate the DOPC lipid extract. The column
temperature was kept at 30 °C, and the capillary energy was 2.14 kV.
A 10-μL sample was injected through an autosampler and eluted at a
flow rate of 0.4 mL/min using a mobile phase consisting of solvent A
(10 mM ammonium acetate) and B (50% methanol and 50% acetoni-
trile) in the gradient shown in Table 1.

2.6. Statistical analysis

The tBLM's Rm vs. time profile after addition of COOH or amidine PNP
was fit using a decaying exponential model, as described previously [26].

Rm ¼ Ri−Rfð Þ exp btð Þ þ R f ð1Þ

Rm% ¼ Ri−Rfð Þ=Ri: ð2Þ

In this model, b is the exponential rate constant, Ri and Rf are initial
andfinalmembrane resistances, respectively, andRm%, the fractional Rm

loss that was calculated by dividing the total Rm change arising from
PNP exposure by the Ri value. A pattern matrix containing a total of
n = 12 experiments as rows and p = 2 features (b and Rm%) for each
experiment as columns, was analyzed using hierarchical clustering pro-
cedures in R software (Version 2.13.2: The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing), to evaluate the similarity between experiments. Also,
Ward's method was used to determine which clusters should be linked
together at each step. A differencewas considered significant at p b 0.05
by applying two-sample t test assuming unequal variance when com-
paring size and surface charge of the PNP.
Table 1
Mobile phase flow gradient for UPLC–MS analysis: solvent A (10 mM ammonia acetate)
and B (50% methanol and 50% acetonitrile).

Time
(min)

Flow
(mL/min)

%A %B

0 0.4 30 70
20 0.4 0 100
25 0.4 0 100
25.01 0.4 30 70
28 0.4 30 70

The percentage values are given on a volumetric basis.
3. Results

3.1. Characterization of COOH and amidine PNP

Effective diameters of COOH PNP and amidine PNP were measured
by DLS in 10 mM KCl (Table 2). Effective diameters of COOH PNP were
102.3 ± 1.0 nm and 20.4 ± 0.6 nm. The diameters for these PNPs
given by the manufacturer (determined by transmission electron mi-
croscopy) were 100 nm and 20 nm, respectively. For amidine PNPs,
the effective diameters were 93.2 ± 1.3 nm and 20.6 ± 1.5 nm, and
themanufacturer-provided diameters were 120 nm and 23 nm, respec-
tively. Based on the DLS values, a two-sample t test indicated that the
size was significantly different between 20 and 100 nm COOH PNP, as
well as between 23 and 120 nm amidine PNP. Also, the size of COOH
PNP labeled 100 nm was significantly different from that of amidine
PNP labeled as 120 nm. However, there was no significant size differ-
ence between the 20 nm COOH PNP and the 23 nm amidine PNP.

Zeta potentials of functionalized PNP (Table 3) were −32.2 ±
3.3 mV for 100 nm COOH PNP, −29.8 ± 2.1 mV for 20 nm COOH PNP,
38.3 ± 6.2 mV for 120 nm amidine PNP and 26.6 ± 3.8 mV for 23 nm
amidine PNP. Based on these values, there was a significant difference
in zeta potential between the two sizes of amidine PNP, but not between
the two sizes of COOH PNP.

3.2. EIS characterization of tBLM

The EIS spectrum of a typical tBLM used in this study is shown as a
Bode plot (logarithm phase diagram versus logarithm frequency) in
Fig. 1(B). This figure has regimes dominated by different electrical char-
acteristics: Rm-dominated in the low frequency range (b1 Hz) and
capacitance-dominated in mid to high frequency range (1 Hz–
1000 Hz) [37]. The equivalent circuit model fit to the impedance data
had an Rm value of 2.1 MΩ cm2 and a membrane capacitance (Cm)
value 1.1 μF/cm2. Both values are in the range reported for a highly insu-
lating tBLM formed on a gold substrate [38,39].

3.3. Interaction of COOH and amidine PNP with tBLM

Triplicate Rm profiles from 310 min experiments were obtained for
100 nm COOH (Fig. 2(A)), 20 nm COOH PNP (Fig. 2(B)), 23 nm amidine
PNP (Fig. 2(C)), and 120 nm amidine PNP (Fig. 2(D)). In these experi-
ments, the PNPs were added immediately after the first data point
was recorded. Solid lines in Fig. 2 show the best-fit exponential decay
curves [26]. All PNPs tested triggered a decline in the Rm that could be
described using an exponential-decay model. Based on the regression
values for the b and Rm% constants (Fig. 3), the 20 nm COOH PNP re-
duced Rm more rapidly than the 100 nm COOH PNP did, as evidenced
by a more negative b value. The smaller COOH PNP gave a greater Rm%
value. Amidine PNP in both sizes reduced Rm to a plateau value, but
the 120 nm amidine PNP caused a more rapid Rm decay than the
23 nm amidine PNP.

3.4. Hierarchical clustering analysis

The hierarchical clustering dendrogram (Fig. 4) for the best-fit b and
Rm% constants displays the Euclidean distance between clustered
Table 2
Effective diameter of COOHand amidine PNP in 10 mMKClmeasured by dynamic
light scattering at 25 °C.

PNP Effective diameter (nm)

100 nm COOH PNP 102.3 ± 1.0
20 nm COOH PNP 20.4 ± 0.6
23 nm amidine PNP 20.6 ± 1.5
120 nm amidine PNP 93.2 ± 1.3



Table 3
Zeta potential of COOH and amidine PNP in 10 mM KCl measured by phase analysis light
scattering at 25 °C.

PNP Zeta potential
(mV)

100 nm COOH PNP −32.2 ± 3.3
20 nm COOH PNP −26.8 ± 4.8
23 nm amidine PNP 26.6 ± 3.8
120 nm amidine PNP 38.2 ± 6.2
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objects as a measure of dissimilarity between samples and clusters.
Samples that cluster at a smaller height are more similar (separated
by less Euclidean distance) than samples that cluster at a greater height.
Each set of PNP triplicates having the same size and functional surface
group clustered first. Next, PNP having the same functional group but
different sizes clustered. Finally, PNP having different functional groups
clustered. These results demonstrate that the tBLM method, with
hierarchical clustering analysis based on two experimental parameters
(b and Rm%), can distinguish patterns of PNP–BLM interaction according
to both functional groups and size.
Fig. 3. Rate parameter (A) and Rm% (B) extracted using an exponential decay model and
calculated from Rm profiles of COOH or amidine PNP interaction with tBLM in 10 mM
KCl, respectively. The asterisk indicates statistical difference in rate parameter b or Rm%
when comparing two different sizes of PNPs functionalized with either COOH or amidine.
The pound sign indicates statistical difference in rate parameter b or Rm%when comparing
20 nm COOH PNP and 23 nm amidine PNP or comparing 100 nm COOH PNP and 120 nm
amidine PNP.
3.5. Aggregation of amidine PNP

Particle size analyses (Fig. 5) showed significant increases in effec-
tive diameter during the experiments for the amidine PNP but not the
COOH PNP. The increases in effective diameter for amidine PNP follow-
ing tBLM exposure were accompanied by visibly apparent aggregation,
as evidenced by cloudy solutions (Fig. 6(C) and (D)), while solutions
containing COOH PNP remained clear (Fig. 6(A) and (B)). The effective
diameter increased about 50-fold for the 23 nm amidine PNP
(Fig. 5(C)), but only about 3-fold for the 120 nm amidine PNP
(Fig. 5(D)). Electrolyte and buffer concentrations are known to affect
the rate and extent of nanoparticle aggregation [16]. However, no ag-
gregation was observed when the amidine PNPs were incubated in
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Fig. 2. Rm profiles over time during tBLM interaction with 100 μg/mL PNP in 10 mM KCl.
(A): 100 nm COOH PNP, (B): 20 nm COOH PNP, (C): 23 nm amidine PNP and (D):
120 nm amidine PNP. Rm was extracted from EIS data fit by the equivalent circuit
model. Three replicates were done, labeled as open diamonds, squares and triangles. All
solid curves were fit by a time dependent exponential model as Rm = (Ri − Rf)exp(bt)
+ Rf where Ri, b and Rf represent initial Rm, rate constant and final Rm after addition of
PNP.
the electrolyte solution (10mMKCl) used for the EIS experiments, indi-
cating that electrolyte concentration was not the sole factor triggering
the aggregation.

Additional experiments were conducted to explore the involvement
of PNP–BLM interactions in amidine PNP aggregation. One hypothesis
was that DOPC liposomes remaining in solution after forming the
upper tBLM leaflet (concentration estimated to be b1.3 μM) may have
interactedwith the amidine PNP, triggering aggregation. To test this hy-
pothesis, amidine PNPswere incubatedwith awide range of DOPC lipo-
some concentrations (10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 μM), and the size
distribution profiles were measured over a 300 min period (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7(A and B) show that the 23 nm amidine PNP aggregated to a lesser
degree when exposed to the DOPC liposome than when exposed to a
tBLM (Fig. 5C). In addition, there was no significant aggregation of
120 nm amidine PNP exposed to DOPC liposomes (Fig. 7(C) and (D)).
3.6. DOPC analysis by LC/ESI/MS

A second hypothesis to explain amidine PNP aggregation following
tBLM exposure was that the PNP remove DOPC from the tBLM, and
the adsorbed DOPC triggers PNP aggregation. To test this hypothesis,
after the amidine PNPs were exposed to the tBLM for 5 h, the PNPs
were recovered and extracted with isopropanol. The extract was then
assayed for DOPC using UPLC/ESI/MS. As controls, similar extractions
and assays were performed on (1) PNP-free solutions that had been
contacted with a tBLM, (2) solutions containing 100 μg/mL COOH PNP
that have been exposed to a DOPC tBLM, and (3) solutions containing
an equivalent concentration of amidine PNP that had not been exposed
to a tBLM. Fig. 8 shows the peak area of DOPC atm/z= 786.6 for the dif-
ferent samples, including a DOPC standard dissolved in isopropanol. The
DOPC peak had a retention time of 23.08 ± 0.10 min. DOPC extracted
from 120 nm and 23 nm amidine PNPs after exposure to a tBLM were
at least 10 and 50 times higher, respectively, than that the highest
content of DOPC detected among the controls, confirming that the
amidine PNP DOPC lipids did contain DOPC following 5 h of exposure
to the tBLM.



Fig. 4. Hierarchical clustering dendrogram of 20 nm and 100 nm COOH, as well as 23 nm and 120 nm amidine PNP interaction with tBLM. Distances between objects when forming the
clusterswere calculated by the Euclidean distance.Ward'smethodwas used to evaluate distances between clusters and to determinewhich clusters should be linked together at each step.
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4. Discussion

The goal of this study was to use EIS to characterize interactions be-
tween a DOPC tBLM and PNP having different sizes (ca. 20 and 100 nm)
and functional groups (COOH and amidine). The hydrophobic core of an
intact BLM is an excellent barrier to ion flow, resulting in high initial Rm

values (on the order of 1 MΩ cm2). The reduction in Rm following PNP
exposure is likely due to PNP-induced defect (hole) formation and/or
expansion. Formation and/or expansion of defects in supported BLM
by dendrimers have been documented using atomic force microscopy
[40,41]. Increased ion transport through these defects would be mani-
fested as a reduction in Rm values following PNP addition, while Cm re-
mains roughly constant [15]. Similar trends are commonly observed
following incorporation of channel proteins [22] or electroactive mole-
cules [42] into a tBLM.

Fig. 3 and 4 showed that the best-fit b values were significantly dif-
ferent between the two sizes of COOH PNP and also between the two
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Fig. 5. Size distribution of COOH and amidine PNP in 10 mM KCl prior to and after tBLM
exposure for 5 h, measured by DLS at 25 °C. (A): 100 nm COOH PNP; (B) 20 nm COOH
PNP; (C): 23 nm amidine PNP and (D): 120 nm amidine PNP.
sizes of amidine PNP. Moreover, the Rm% values were significantly dif-
ferent between the two sizes of COOH PNP. However, there was no sig-
nificant difference in zeta potential between the two sizes of COOH PNP,
and only a minor difference between the two sizes of amidine PNP. In
addition, the PNP mass concentration was identical for all experiments
(100 μg/mL). These results indicate that the tBLM method can distin-
guish between PNPs based on their size. The apparent size effect may
be manifested indirectly, via the influence of PNP diameter on PNP sur-
face area, PNP diffusion rate, and/or some other size-dependent influ-
ence. The importance of ENM size on biomembrane interactions has
been reported previously for other types of ENM, including dendrimers
[43]. The 20 nmCOOHPNP triggered amore rapid decline in Rm than the
100 nm COOH PNP, consistent with other studies that reported higher
trafficking or uptake rates of smaller PNP into biomembranes [31,44].

Fig. 3 and 4 also showed that the best-fit Rm% parameters were sig-
nificantly different between the two functional groups for both the larg-
er (ca. 100 nm) and smaller (ca. 20 nm) sizes. Moreover, the b values
were significantly different between the functional groups for the larger
PNP. The DLS-measured diameters of the 20 and 23 nm PNPs were sta-
tistically identical, and those of the 100 and 120 nm PNPs were only
slightly different. These results indicate that the tBLM method can
distinguish between PNPs based on their functional group. For the func-
tional groups studied, the effect of functional group is likely manifested
via surface charge. The zeta potentials differed dramatically between
similarly sized COOH and amidine PNPs (Table 3).

Clustering analysis applied to thebest-fit b andRm% values also dem-
onstrated the tBLMmethod's ability to distinguish between PNPs based
on both size and functional group. The dendrogram (Fig. 4) indicated
that the results clustered first by size and then by functional group, sug-
gesting that functional group was the more potent variable in influenc-
ing PNP-induced tBLM disruption.

All Rm vs. time profiles were reasonably described using the expo-
nential decay model (Eq. (1)). Although this model uses three parame-
ters (b, Ri, and Rf), combining Ri and Rf into a single parameter (Rm%)
allowed the results to be satisfactorily clustered with only two
parameters.

There was a statistical difference in DOPC content associated with
aggregated amidine PNP in both sizes (Fig. 8), with the smaller amidine
PNP adsorbing more DOPC. This finding is consistent with aggregation
for the 23 nm amidine PNP being much greater than for the 120 nm
amidine PNP. While both liposomes and tBLM were able to trigger
some degree of amidine ENM aggregation, tBLM exposure was far
more potent in triggering aggregation than liposomes. This result may
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Fig. 6. Images of PDMS reservoir containing functionalized PNP after exposure to tBLM for 5 h: (A) 100 nmCOOHPNP; (B) 20 nmCOOHPNP; (C) 23 nmamidine PNP; (D) 120 nmamidine
PNP.
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reflect differences in the fluidity, geometry or lower-leaflet composition
of the unsupported BLM in the liposomes compared to the tBLM.

Nanoparticles can interact with BLM through a variety of mecha-
nisms, some of which can result in nanoparticle-induced lipid removal
from the BLM [15]. BecauseDOPC is nearly ubiquitous, and the detection
limit of the LC/MS system is extremely low (around 10−16 mol), harsh
and complex cleaning procedures would have been required to
completely remove all DOPC from the glass tubes used to extract the
DOPC from PNP samples [45]. As a result, even controls to which
DOPC was not added showed traces of DOPC (Fig. 8). However, the
much larger amounts of DOPC found in amidine PNP samples that
were exposed to the tBLM are consistent with our hypothesis that
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Fig. 7. Size distributions of amidine PNP at different concentrations of DOPC liposomes in
10 mM KCl, measured by DLS at 25 °C. (A): 23 nm amidine PNP at 0 min; (B) 23 nm
amidine PNP at 300 min; (C): 120 nm amidine PNP at 0 min and (D): 120 nm amidine
PNP at 300 min. The residue concentration of DOPC liposomes was b1.3 μM when tBLM
was interacting with functionalized PNP while at all other concentrations of DOPC lipo-
somes, amidine PNP did not contact a tBLM.
amidine PNPs extract DOPC from the tBLM. Nanoparticle-induced ex-
traction of phospholipids from lipid bilayers has been reported by
others. Tu et al. presented both experimental and theoretical evidence
that graphene nanosheets can extract phospholipid from lipid bilayers
and become coated by the extracted phospholipid [46]. The lipid extrac-
tion was attributed to strong dispersion interactions between the
graphene and lipids. Solvent-mediated forces that can dominate nano-
particle–BLM interactions at small distances, especially for biological
colloidal systems [47], may also play a role.

Theoretical models have predicted that nanoparticles can entirely
cross a BLMand/or becomewrapped in BLM [48], depending on the bal-
ance of contact-adhesion energy and curvature energies [49–51]. Simu-
lations have estimated the minimum nanoparticle size for such
wrapping to be around 30 nm, which represents the transition state be-
tween partially lipid coated nanoparticles and free nanoparticles [52].
Thus, nanoparticle size would be expected to influence the reduction
of Rm following PNP exposure as was observed in Fig. 3 and 4.

Even small amounts of PNP-induced phospholipid removal from the
tBLM can explain the Rm reduction shown in Fig. 2. The electrical
resistivity of a BLM (about 1012 Ω cm) is about ten orders of magnitude
higher than that of the 10mMKCl electrolyte solution (about 70Ω cm)
[53]. As a result, the overall Rm of a high-impedance tBLM can be exqui-
sitely sensitive to small ENM-induced defects. Assuming that a PNP-
induced defect went through both the upper and lower leaflets, a defect
area fraction of only 1.8 × 10−13 would cause a 50% decrease in the Rm

value [26]. The amount of lipid that would need to be removed from the
tBLMs used in this study to achieve this defect area fraction is less than
the amount needed to fully coat a single 20 nm nanoparticle. Assuming
that the PNP removed lipid only from the upper leaflet, the entire upper
leaflet would need to be removed to cause a 50% reduction in Rm. The
fact that Rm reductions up to about 80% of the initial value were ob-
served in this study suggests that lipid was removed from both the
top and bottom leaflets.

A second mechanism by which nanoparticles may influence Rm

values is by changing the local BLM packing density. Functionalized
20 nm PNPs were shown to cause surface reconstruction of various
phosphocholine BLMs in giant unilamellar vesicles [54]. Negatively
charged COOH PNP induced local gelation in a DOPC BLM above the
phase-transition temperature, and positively charged amidine PNP in-
duced local fluidization in a 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-phosphocholine
BLM below the phase-transition temperature [54]. In the present study,
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COOH PNP may have caused local DOPC gelation, but the effect of this
surface reconstruction on Rm is unclear. Local PNP-induced compaction
could increase the local Rm. However, unlike the giant unilamellar
vesicles, which can shrink if gelation occurs [54], the tBLM has a fixed
total surface area and inventory of lipids. Thus, BLM compaction in
one location would cause BLM stretching in other areas, potentially
creating or expanding defects, which could reduce Rm.

The finding that amidine PNP gave a smaller Rm% than the similarly
sized COOHPNP (Fig. 3)was surprising, given the previous observations
that (1) amidine PNP passed through primary rat alveolar epithelial cell
monolayers 20–40 times faster than COOH PNP [31,32], (2) negatively
charged cell membranes adsorbed cationic nanoparticles more
extensively than anionic ones [55], and (3) amidine PNP more aggres-
sively induced pores in DOPC planar BLM than COOH PNP [33]. This
result is attributed to the aggregation of amidine PNP into large flocs
(Fig. 5 and 6), which significantly depleted the effective PNP concentra-
tion in the solution.

The PNP's surface functional group was found to strongly influence
the aggregation rate during tBLM exposure. This finding is consistent
with our previous observation that bare silica nanoparticles exposed
to a DOPC tBLM aggregated significantly (10−fold increase in effective
diameter), while COOH-functionalized silica nanoparticles having a
similar zeta potential did not [26]. In that study, control experiments
provided strong evidence that the factor triggering aggregation of the
bare silica nanoparticles was exposure to the tBLM. The different aggre-
gation properties of the amidine and COOH PNPs may be interpreted in
terms of long-range charge interactions. The PNP's surface charge gen-
erates an electrostatic repulsive force that provides an energy barrier
to PNP collision and aggregation. Electrolytes that shield the charge or
compounds that adsorb onto the PNP's surface can reduce the repulsive
force, thereby accelerating aggregation [56,57]. Previous studies to
characterize PNP aggregation under reaction-limited [58] and
diffusion-limited [59] conditions showed that even trace quantities of
surface-active impurities can significantly increase PNP aggregation
rates. For example, low concentrations of hydrophobically modified
ethyl(hydroxyethyl)cellulose polymer and sodium dodecyl sulfate trig-
gered a rapid aggregation of cationic PNP into macroscopic flocs similar
to those shown in Fig. 6 [60]. The authors proposed that the amphiphilic
polymer adsorbed onto the PNP, creating high-energy hydrophobic
patches on the PNP surface. Spontaneous bridging between such hydro-
phobic patches on adjacent PNP would be entropically driven. Highly
orderedwater clathrates form adjacent to hydrophobic patches in aque-
ous solution. Bridging of two hydrophobic patches would eliminate the
clathrates, thereby increasing the system's entropy [61]. A similar
mechanism is likely to occur in the PNP–tBLM system. Extraction of
small quantities of DOPC from the tBLM would create hydrophobic
monolayer patches on the PNPs' surfaces. Bridging of patches between
adjacent nanoparticles would form PNP clusters, and then bridging
between clusters would form the flocs seen in Fig. 6.

The type of BLM system used (tBLM vs planar BLM) also affected the
aggregation rate of amidine PNP during exposure to a DOPC BLM. The
heavy aggregation observed for amidine PNP (Fig. 6) was not observed
when the same amidine PNPs were exposed to a DOPC planar BLM [33].
We attribute this difference to physical constraints that the gold elec-
trode places on PNP penetration into the tBLM. Amidine and COOH
PNPs have been shown to pass through cell membranes, reportedly by
diffusion through the plasma membrane [31,32]. In the process, the
PNPs are likely to become coated with a BLM, as has been described
for other types of nanoparticles, including dendrimers [62].
BLM-coated PNP would be expected to be relatively stable against ag-
gregation, as are BLM-coated silica nanoparticles (e.g., TRANSIL®) [63].

This conceptual model of how PNPs interact differently with a tBLM
than with a planar BLM is also consistent with trends in the electro-
chemical results. For the planar BLM, DOPC molecules removed by the
PNP would be replaced from the Plateau–Gibbs border. Each of the ob-
served transient current spikes that interrupt extended periods of low
background current [33] could result from a pore formed as a PNP pen-
etrates into the planar BLM, followed by the flow of lipids from the Pla-
teau–Gibbs border to seal the pore and terminate the current spike. In
contrast to the planar BLM, the tBLM's underlying gold electrode limits
the PNP's penetration depth into the tBLM. Also, tethering of some lipids
to the gold electrode limits the amount of lipid that can be extracted
from the lower leaflet and consequently the degree of Rm reduction ob-
served following PNP exposure. Consequently, amidine PNPwould like-
ly only become partially coated with phospholipid after contacting the
tBLM. Monolayer lipid patches would be hydrophobic and facilitate
the observed interparticle bridging and aggregation. In support of this
model, significant lipid removal from supported BLM by cationic nano-
particles, including dendrimers, poly-L-lysine, polyethylenimine, and
diethylaminoethyl-dextran, has been reported [40,41,64]. Such lipid re-
moval would generate patches of bare electrode or lipid monolayer
whose impedance would be lower than the bilayer, resulting in the re-
ductions in Rm seen in Fig. 2.

Based on this conceptual model, the amount of lipid removed from
the tBLM, and hence the observed degree of reduction of Rm, would be
expected to depend on the nanoparticle's size. The maximum depth to
which the PNP could penetrate into the tBLM is equal to the tBLM's
depth (about 5 nm). However, the total surface area of the PNP's spher-
ical cap in contact with the tBLM at themaximum penetration depth, as
well as the fraction of the nanoparticle's surface area in contact with the
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tBLM, would vary with the nanoparticle's size, consistent with the tBLM
method's observed ability to discern differences in PNP particle size.

Comparison of results from the tBLMand pBLM systems provides in-
sight into the relative advantages, disadvantages, and areas of comple-
mentarity of the two methods. Both methods are based on a BLM
having an area-normalized resistance on the order of 1 MΩ cm2.
Because the planar BLM is unsupported, it is fragile and prone to rupture
during several-hour experiments, whereas the tBLM's tethered lower
leaflet makes it more physically robust. Microscopic roughness of the
gold electrode's surface causes slight defects in the tBLM, resulting in
initial area-normalized Rm values that are slightly less than those for
planar BLMand prone tominor variations between replicates. In control
experiments conducted without nanoparticle addition, the tBLM's Rm

was constant over a several-hour period with a random fluctuation
level of 0.062 MΩ cm2 at a 95% confidence interval [26]. The noise
level of the planar BLM is about 1 pA. PNP interactions with a planar
BLM induced pores, as evidenced by sudden increases in current that
were at times one or more orders of magnitude greater than the back-
ground signal [33]. In contrast, PNP interactions with the tBLM reduced
Rm over a smaller range (about 80% of the initial value). The lower sen-
sitivity for the tBLMmethod is due in part to differences in themeasure-
ment methods. The planar BLM method uses chronoamperometry,
which measures increases in current against an initially low value,
whereas the tBLM method uses EIS, which measures decreases in
tBLM resistance against an initially high value. In addition, chemical
tethering of the lower tBLM leaflet makes it difficult to form a sizable
pore through both leaflets. Because of these inherent differences, direct
quantitative comparison of results from the tBLM and the planar BLM
methods is difficult.

However, application of both the tBLM and planar BLM methods to
the same ENM (e.g., COOH and amidine PNP) and phospholipid
(e.g., DOPC) provides complementary information that can help eluci-
date interaction mechanisms. The planar BLM provides sensitive,
time-resolved information about single-pore events with a time con-
stant on the milliseconds. For example, penetration of a nanoparticle
through the planar BLM, followed by rapid resealing of the BLM is
consistent with the frequently observed current spikes [33]. However,
nanoparticle-induced lipid removal is difficult to discernwith theplanar
BLM method, because the Plateau-Gibbs border quickly replaces the
removed lipids, allowing the pore to close. In contrast, the fixed area
and lipid inventory of the tBLM method does not allow lipid replace-
ment, so ENM-induced extraction of lipids from the tBLM permanently
reduces Rm. Thus, the tBLM system provides a global measure of the
ENM's influence on the tBLM's Rm that is integrated over time and
area and has a time constant ranging from seconds to hours. The tBLM
method is more robust than the planar BLMmethod. In our experience,
some nanoparticles are particularly aggressive toward planar BLM,
causing rapid rupture and then preventing the BLM from being
reestablished. In addition, the equipment cost and technical difficulty
of tBLMexperiments are less for the tBLM system than those for the pla-
nar bilayer system. However, further experimental and modeling re-
search is needed to map time-dependent changes in Rm obtained
using the tBLM method into a mechanistic understanding of ENM–bio-
membrane molecular interactions.

5. Conclusions

This paper demonstrates for the first time that the tBLMmethod can
measure biomembrane disruption by PNP with sensitivity that can dis-
criminate between PNPs having the same functional groups but
different sizes, and between PNPs having the same size but different
functional groups. Both PNP sizes tested (ca. 20 and 100 nm) and both
functional groups (amidine and COOH) resulted in reductions in Rm

that could be described by a simple exponential decay model. Statistical
analysis of two regression parameters from the exponential model (b
and Rm%) yielded a dendrogram that first clustered the triplicates for all
test cases, then clustered PNPs having the same functional group but dif-
ferent sizes, and finally clustered the PNPs having different functional
groups. These results further established the tBLMmethod as a sensitive
and versatile tool to characterize ENM–biomembrane interactions. The
simple and well-characterized tBLM interface can be easily customized
by changing the lipid composition, adding additional biomolecules, etc.,
to test a broad range of hypotheses. The information-rich Rm vs. time pro-
files are likely to contain additional insight into fundamentalmechanisms
by which ENM interact with biomembranes that could be discerned
through further studies and integration of mathematical models. The
finding that amidine PNPs aggregate in the presence of tBLM but not pla-
nar BLM or intact cell membranes suggests that the tBLM method pro-
vides complementary information to the other experimental platforms.
The presence of DOPC lipids associated with amidine PNP aggregates
after exposure to the tBLM is consistentwith the hypothesis that amidine
PNPs capture lipids from the tBLM, and that the captured lipids trigger ag-
gregation. The utility of the tBLMmethod to characterize ENM–biomem-
brane interactions, combined with its ability to be miniaturized and
adapted with MEMS systems, may lead to automated, high-throughput
screening systems to identify ENM that are both safe and effective for
the desired applications.
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